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Abstract: In this project we will develop and implement a software diagnostic tool which can be used in post silicon validation to validate SoC IPs automatically. Post-silicon validation has become essential in catching hard-to-detect, rarely-occuring bugs that have slipped through pre-silicon verification. Post-silicon validation flows, however, are challenged by limited signal observability, which impacts their ability of diagnosing and detecting bugs. Indeed, bug manifestations during the execution of constrained-random tests may be masked and be unobservable from the test's outputs. The ability to evaluate the bug-masking rate of a test provides great value in generating and/or selecting effective tests for high coverage regressions. To this end, we propose an efficient, automated software diagnostic tool development that can be used in post-silicon validation to validate various SoC based IPs like, UART, DMA, IIC, GPIO, Timers and many more. We will be developing test cases in C/C++ environment on Linux platform. The test cases can be executed randomly, rigorously, regressively can also be used to perform stressing on respective IP features. This might help in finding the bugs at SoC IP level, hitting the corner cases etc. And the same tool can also be used across the platforms, so that development time comes down, hence reduction in production cost.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In semiconductor industry, the major cost involves in making the IC die, sometimes making of the die cost will be in millions of dollars. If any bug propagates in after making the die, it will impact huge loss for the industry. Hence, before actually making the die or before making the first piece of IC, it is required to verify the silicon design or a particular IP design thoroughly. The silicon industry follows this verification at various stages, broadly classified as verification and validation.

Verification is a process of testing the design against a given specification before sending the silicon for production. This can be done using several methods like software simulations, synthesis, static formal analysis and FPGA/hardware emulation.

Validation is a process of verifying the real silicon or a particular IP, for all its specific functional and electrical correctness in a lab set up. This includes having the real chip assembled on a test board or a reference board, running real software/applications and making sure that all features work well.

The main advantages of using SoC are miniaturization size, cheapening product cost, reduced Time to Market. SoC is used in various well-known products such as cell phone, digital multimedia players, game console and other consumer electronic devices. SoC generally contains various cores that could be designed by different IP vendors.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM
In the currently available tools consumes manual efforts, and not automated. As these tools, are dependent on human efforts, finding the number of bugs depends on the skill set and patience of engineer that he is running manual tests cases. To avoid these kind of manual efforts, we are proposing Automated Software Diagnostic Tool development for SoC based IPs post silicon validation.

III. PROPOSED WORK
Advances in semiconductor technology enable us to integrate billions of transistors in a single chip. This ever-growing complexity poses a challenging problem for SoC based microprocessor or microcontroller design verification: indeed, reaching coverage closure within reasonable time is becoming extremely difficult. High-end SoC based microprocessors often include complex features (e.g., transactional memories, security enhancements and multiprocessor memory consistency) that are hard to verify in the early stages of verification. Therefore, post-silicon validation, that is, the validation effort carried out on the first silicon prototypes, aims at catching all the remaining bugs that
were not detected in the pre-silicon stage. One of the most difficult aspects in the deployment of post-silicon validation, however, is the extremely limited observability into the design’s internals.

Therefore, post-silicon validation, that is, the validation effort carried out on the first silicon prototypes, aims at catching all the remaining bugs that were not detected in the pre-silicon stage. One of the most difficult aspects in the deployment of post-silicon validation, however, is the extremely limited observability into the design’s internals.

This aspect makes bug detection and diagnosis challenges of their own. Even more importantly, bugs may manifest during a test’s execution, but become masked and go unnoticed by the time the test completes. The outcome in these situations is that the post-silicon test simply wastes precious prototype’s execution cycles. The types of tests deployed in post-silicon validation vary widely, from application snippets, to compatibility tests, to constrained random tests. These latter ones are particularly valuable in trying to exercise corner-case scenarios, since a vast number of variants can be generated with little designer’s effort. One additional benefit that they bring to the validation effort is that they can often be generated directly in the microprocessor under verification (i.e., on-platform), enabling an efficient use of the usually scarce number of platforms and prototypes available.

As part my curriculum project its very difficult carry out entire SoC validation, but my goal is to develop automated scripts using C/C++ on Linux platform for few IPs, as listed below.

1. UART
2. DMA
3. IIC
4. GPIOs
5. SPI

For each IP in above mentioned list, planning to develop minimum of 20 automated test cases. ARM Cortex based processor has been chosen to demonstrate the validation diagnostic software tool.
The algorithm for validation the feature is listed below.

Test Case1: Receive Buffer Register Access Test: UART0

Purpose: To verify the RBR access test on UART0.

Test Procedure:

- Reset UART and Wait till UART comes out of reset
- Configure UART baud using DLL and DLH registers
- Enable UART[1,0]|x70[FAR]==1.
  FAR: FIFO Access Register. Read-write. Reset: 0. 1=Enable a FIFO access mode for testing when FIFOs are implemented and enabled; When FIFOs are not implemented or not enabled it allows the RBR to be written by the master and the THR to be read by the master. 0=FIFO access mode disabled.
- UART[1,0]|x78 Receive FIFO Write (RFW).Write known data (lets say: 0xaa) into: RFWD (0:7): Receive FIFO Write Data in RFW register. Write-only. Reset: 0. These bits are only valid when UART[1,0]|x70[FAR]==1. When FIFOs are implemented and enabled, the data that is written to the RFWD is pushed into the receive FIFO. Each consecutive write pushes the new data to the next write location in the receive FIFO. When FIFOs are not implemented or not enabled, the data that is written to the RFWD is pushed into UART[1,0]|x00[RBR].
- Read RBR register, it should be 0xaa, otherwise return fail

Like this for all the features of UART DMA IP, the test plan is developed and code has been developed using C language.

B. IIC Validation

The feature of IIC.

- IIC register access
- IIC Read in Standard Speed mode with 7-bit address
- IIC Write in Standard Speed mode with 7-bit address
- IIC Read in Fast Speed mode with 7-bit address
- IIC Write in Fast Speed mode with 7-bit address
- IIC Read in Fast Speed Plus mode with 7-bit address
- IIC Write in Fast Speed Plus mode with 7-bit address
- IIC Read in High Speed mode with 7-bit address
- IIC Write in High Speed mode with 7-bit address
- Bus Idle Condition Check
- Clock Stretching
- Transmission On Hold when Tx FIFO Has Data
- Flush Only I2C Tx FIFO During Transmit Abort
- Handling of NAK on Address
- Handling of NAK on Data
- General Call

As an example, the algorithm for one test case listed below.

- Send a start sequence
- Send the IIC address of the slave with the R/W bit low (even address)
- Send the location of internal register number you want to write to
Send the data byte to be written
Send the stop sequence to the slave

Similarly, for GPIO IP also, the test plan developed with detailed algorithm and code development is done.

IV. RESULTS

The ARM cortex SOC IPs: UART-DMA, IIC and GPIO are validated successfully. As an use case, we have taken ARM Cortex architecture based SOC, hence no silicon bugs found. These test cases if we run on new silicon, we may find bugs, so that semiconductor companies can confidently release the SOC to the customers.

V. CONCLUSION

A software diagnostic tool is developed successfully to validate Soc IPs, for UART-DMA, IIC and GPIO. To validate the selected IPs, we have chosen, ARM cortex architecture based processor, but the developed tool is not limited only for ARM, can also be used for other SoCs, to validate listed IPs. The developed diagnostic tool can also be extended to validate the other IPs with minimal effort. The tool we developed can be used to validate in pre-silicon stage or post silicon stage for new silicon. The best part of this project is, I have understood, the complete silicon validation process, which may fetch a better job in my career.
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